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The computerization of chemical knowledge began relatively recently, near the end of the 

20th century. Since then, the information has been gathered into massive databases containing 

chemical and physical parameters as well. Databases such as PubChem[1], Chemspider[2], ZINC[3], 

etc. contain only information about the structure of the substance and its characteristics. Databases 

like Reaxys[4], meanwhile, contain the reactions themselves as entities. Such databases are useful for 

scientists in planning syntheses. Regretfully, each of the databases has certain problems. Limited 

access, lack of proper filtering, repeats, no automatic filling are among them. However, the existing 

problems are solvable. This study proposes a model of an updated database, the number of 

disadvantages of which is minimized.  

The database is represented as a bipartite graph: some nodes correspond to substances, others 

to reactions. It is not a trivial storage for data. The database supports basic graph algorithms. Deikstra 

algorithm, search in width, and search in depth are some of them.  Such a representation advantage 

to keep all cause-and-effect relationships accounted for. This choice is also motivated by the fact that 

Bartosz Grzybowski's group of scientists got great results for their program Chematica[5] , which 

also has a bipartite graph structure .  The most relevant formats for recording molecular structures 

were chosen. Among them are  SMILES, IUPAC, InChi, MOL, XYZ etc. Information about already 

known compounds and reactions was downloaded using open sources. Unknown molecules expand 

the database due to the auto-complete module. 

A database with a graph-based representation was projected. The proposed optimization of 

the database architecture will significantly increase the productivity of industrial and scientific 

laboratories. The future goal is to implement OPSIN [6] – program capable to convert one recording 

format to any other existing one in order to reduce the search time and save the memory resources. 

The disadvantages of developing a database with graph representation are high cost of maintaining 

and storing information. 
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